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I. INTRODUCTION 
Near-Field Communication (NFC) is based on wireless technology which is now a days 
replacing wired technology [1]. NFC is a communication technology which operates within a 
very small proximity range. NFC has a collection of communication protocols that allows 
two smartphones or devices to communicate with each other by bringing them within 4-10 
cm range. NFC operation is carried out at 13.56MHZ frequency. Magnetic induction is the 
major concept that is used for contactless communication. NFC is gaining popular in India 
because of demonetisation.  
 

II. BACKGROUND 
NFC is standardized by ISO/14443 - universal Standard for vicinity contactless cards. There 
are several variants of this standard. Variant 1 describes physical characteristics of NFC 
smart card. Variant 2 describes the power of radio frequency and signal interface used in the 
contactless communication. Variant 3 describes the anti-collision properties when two or 
more tags are in the same proximity limit. Variant 4 describes the protocol used for 
transmission of contents within the NFC enabled devices. 
 
NFC is based on Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) technology and uses the same 
working principles. The key feature of NFC devices is that they can read out RFID 
transponders and emulate them.  Radio frequency identification is a technology that is used 
while communicating in wireless. Communication to remote NFC tag or device is done by 
radio frequency interface. This method uses the radio waves to detect the objects that are 
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Abstract- Near-Field Communication chips may replace every card in the wallet in near 
future. The potential for NFC stretches beyond commerce. NFC tags can be integrated 
into smart phones for contactless communication for information transfer, controlling 
other devices, payment, and many more. NFC is used in variety of applications, making 
life easier by reducing manual efforts and making job paperless. In this paper we present 
an overview of NFC technology, NFC enabled smart phone architecture, comparison 
between NFC and Bluetooth technology, and a review of major NFC applications.  
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brought into the field. RFID device is made up of a small chip and an antenna. RFID is 
similar to bar code or magnetic strip on credit card. One of the important advantages of RFID 
device is it does not use battery, hence the device can be used for longer days [2]. 

 
III. NFC ARCHITECTURE 
More recently NFC chips are stocked inside the smart phones to digitize the entire wallet to 
access funds for contactless payments. It can also allow transfer of photos, contacts and 
directions that works by holding two phones together. NFC technology that is embedded in 
smart phones includes two parts: secure element, host controller and NFC controller. The 
figure 1 below depicts the typical NFC architecture of an NFC enabled phone. 
 

 
Figure 1. NFC architecture 

Secure element can securely host the application and confidential data present on the phone 
and follows the securing mechanisms involved with NFC as per trusted authority. Since it is 
contactless communication it must involve more security. Secure element can be accessed 
internally from the host or externally that the reader connected within the proximity range. 
 
Host controller is an important module of any smart phone. Host controller is the part where 
middleware resides. Host Controller Interface (HCI) is used for communication between NFC 
controller and host controller. Host controller processes the data that are sent and received 
from the user and secure element. It formats data in such a way that secure element can 
interpret it. The application that supports NFC operation is present in the device host which 
allows launching and using the application for various operations of NFC. 
 
NFC controller interface acts as interface between device host and NFC controller. For 
performing secure transactions with NFC, secure element is connected to NFC controller. 
The interaction between host and the secure element via NFCC use a dual wired protocol 
which is two-way communication between the two. Various transport mechanisms such as 
I2C, SPI can be used for communication. This flexibility is provided by the logical interface 
provide by NFC controller interface. 
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IV. COMPARISON OF NFC WITH EXISTING BLUETOOTH TECHNOLOGY 
Bluetooth and NFC both operate on wireless technology. NFC has very low consumption of 
power as compared with latest Bluetooth versions. Hence NFC can operate within the given 
power source and no main power is needed. Speed is also a factor to be considered. NFC 
offers faster transferring of information than Bluetooth with the help of RFID technology 
used in NFC. Due to inductive coupling used in NFC It usually take less than a second to 
establish the communication between the two devices. 
 
NFC transmission limit is just 4-10cm range. In this case Bluetooth offers a wide range for 
transmission till 10 meters. Due to the lesser range in NFC it has faster connectivity than 
Bluetooth since it has lesser range than Bluetooth. NFC operates with only two devices while 
Bluetooth allows communication with more than one device. 

 
 

V. NFC APPLICATIONS 
5.1 NFC payments 
Credit or Debit card is the payment method that is widely used. The customer may have 
account in multiple banks and customer has to maintain so many cards. There is also a paper 
work involved after each transaction to check the amount deduction from the account.  
 
NFC payments are gaining importance in recent days. It just involves tapping within the 
range. Payment using NFC requires both the smart phone and the sale terminal to be 
equipped with NFC chip. The applets obtained from other trusted vendors can be used to 
store the card information which is then used for transactions.  The NFC chip embedded in 
the NFC enabled smart phone allows loading the applets. Applets are specific to the bank and 
have all the details of the customer account. These applets are applications for NFC which 
contains necessary payment information. These applications are useful for making payments. 
Authors in paper [3] present a review on NFC technology and NFC payment application. 
 
5.2 Ticketing 
Earlier days booking tickets was very time consuming task as people need to stand in queue 
or book via phone call and the distribution services were also costly. Mobile ticketing was 
introduced with the use of smartphone. But the major challenge with this was validating the 
customer. 
 
Mobile ticketing with NFC has increased with increase in smartphone features. Mobile 
ticketing helps the user to purchase ticket through the smartphone and also helps to validate 
the customer by tapping the smart phone to the validator. By doing this the secure 
information and identity of customer is known to the ticket issuer. Mobile ticketing involves 
steps like registration, provisioning, validation, ticket check. This technique is more echo-
friendly than paper tickets. Authors in paper [4] detail the problems and solutions of mobile 
ticketing for transport companies using NFC management.  
  
5.3 Healthcare 
Health care systems consist of variety of people such as doctors, patients, nurses etc. In health 
care system maintaining the patient’s record is very much important. Maintaining the paper-
oriented document and carrying them at each visit is tremendous job. Any miscommunication 
may have a severe impact. 
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Use of NFC in health care allows effective communication among patients and other people 
involved. The accurate data is exchanged between the patients and doctors. This ensures the 
proper treatment to the patient. This accurate data is also helpful for the pharmacist to know 
the prescription given by the doctor. NFC is also helpful for self-diagnosis. Electronic data 
capture system with the help of NFC is used by the patient to assess their health and know the 
status. 
 
5.4 Education 
Schools and universities are using NFC technology to move towards smart classes. There is a 
study presented on assessment of exam papers using NFC technology. Each student instead 
of writing their identity in the answer paper they are provided with the NFC tags which they 
attach to the answer scripts. Teacher evaluating the scripts does not know the identity of the 
student.  
 
NFC technology can be used to improve the student’s capability of learning process. This 
helps students to incorporate the lessons learnt into real life. 
 
5.5 Physical door access 
In today’s growing technology, wireless technology is used to solve many problems faced 
with lock and keys. The use of physical keys has some disadvantages. Losing the key or 
duplicating the key may severely affect the security. 
 
Security is an important concern. With NFC door access is highly secure. Keyless access to 
the home or to a place makes life easier. The concept used here is digital keys. The user is 
provided with the smart card which has integrated the user identity. When the smart card is 
brought near the door the user is authenticated and if validated the door will be opened for 
some time for the person to enter and remains closed. Authors in paper [5] presents a 
smartphone-based physical access control system where NFC embedded mobile phone is 
used to authorize the user access by communicating to the central access server. Authors in 
paper [6] detail on a digital access control system project that uses NFC technology. 
 
5.6 Attendance 
It is very important for most of the college and universities to maintain the attendance. 
Attendance is considered before giving grades to students. Maintaining the attendance in the 
paper and later maintaining the attendance in the college server manually. This is time 
consuming and requires lot of manual effort. 
 
To overcome these NFC tags are used. Each student is provided with the NFC tag or NFC 
embedded card. These tags are tapped against the mobile application launched. NFC reader 
with the use of RFID reads the information from the tag and stores in the server. Server 
validates the information and updates the attendance details. This reduces the manual work. 
Authors in paper [7] detail one such system that uses NFC technology and run on mobile as 
an application. 
 
5.7 Transit 
The tickets obtained in the paper format for travelling may be lost or there is always 
insufficient information present. The customers need not to visit to the ticket counter for 
buying the ticket. 
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Mifare a variant of NFC is used for transit applications. It has more security compare to other 
application. Mifare is mainly designed for transit applications 
 
NFC technology provides access to information anywhere at any time. The travellers can tap 
their NFC embedded smart phone against the terminal to obtain information about the 
timings, schedules etc. Tickets are stored virtually and there is less chance of tickets being 
lost. Updates to the information are easy and can be easily done with wireless technology. 
 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 
NFC enables two smart phones to communicate by bringing them in short distance. NFC is 
now present in almost all smart phones which allow faster content transfer. NFC in recent 
days is replacing the other wireless technologies. NFC is used in many scenarios which helps 
the people with their daily activities. NFC is used in variety of applications. It makes life 
easier with the term tapping. This technology reduces lot of manual efforts involved. Security 
provided with this technology is also an important aspect to be considered. 
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